Enlivened spirituality
with uplifting services
Barco solutions for houses of worship

Inspire and connect
Today’s houses of worship engage
their congregation and draw in new
members with powerful messages
that

unite

like-minded

people,

creating inspiring experiences that
can be shared with both local and
remote congregations. Exceptional
moments and interaction make all
the difference, today more than
ever!

Powerful visuals to share
your message
The integration of multi-media and
video solutions in modern worship
environments allows you to grab
attention, drive engagement to
a higher level, and leave a lasting
impact.

Moreover, visual communication is
an extremely powerful tool to spread
your message even further. You
can share uplifting moments with
people from all around the globe by
broadcasting your services.

The use of visual support significantly
increases saliency and actively helps
your audience to retain your divine
message. But it also adds that extra
dynamic layer to your sermon and
makes it more appealing to your
younger devotees.

Worldwide spiritual experiences with
full participation.

Since the installation of the Barco
projectors, our services have never
looked better. And our congregation
is so much more engaged than
before.
Travis Carpenter,
Production Service Manager for Northview Church

360° experience

High performance,
deep connections

Your church or house of worship can
be supported by many different forms
of integrated visual technology.

The way to achieve full participation
is
through
outstanding
visual
performances.

Think of video content bringing
messages to life visually and building
stronger connections within your
congregation. Large video walls
behind the pulpit and displays within
the sanctuary sharing prayers, lyrics or
other information allow for increased
engagement and active participation
during the church services.

With technologies that focus on the
readability of your content in terms of
contrast and colors, you can deliver a
flawless viewing experience with sharp
and smooth visuals for everyone, on
any canvas, without any distractions.

Relying on the right technologies can
truly transform traditional homilies
into 360° experiences.

Reliable equipment with easy and
integrated workflows gives you
the chance to focus on the faithful
without having to worry about the
technological aspects of your venue.

Barco has a comprehensive set of visualization and processing solutions
at your service to bring engaging experiences with full peace-of-mind.

Our solutions
Barco has a long-standing leading position across the entire visualization chain
with battle-proven technologies in LED, LCD, projection, image processing,
collaboration tools etc. With our vast experience in a rich variety of market
applications such as live events, visitor attractions, television studios and
many more, we know how to enable you to create the most elevating spiritual
experiences that bring joy and inspiration to everyone.

PROJECTION
Projection

VIDEO WALLS
LED displays

SCREEN
MANAGEMENT
Screen
management

From simple to complex, there’s a
Barco projector for every project.
With a wide range of brightness
and incredible color accuracy,
our projectors always deliver your
message the way you intended
to.

Our displays offer the best
viewing experience under all
conditions. They excel in reliability,
maximizing the satisfaction of
not only your audience, but also
your operating team. A worry-free
experience for everyone involved.

Our
presentation
switchers
support a wide variety of show
configurations. Meaning you
only need one flexible video
presentation
platform
for
every screen in the venue,
really securing your return-oninvestment.

• 4K images that speak with crisp
contrast and realistic colors

• The best viewing experience
also in ambient light conditions

• Cutting-edge scaling
capabilities ensure pixel-perfect
results on all your displays

• Low projector noise to ensure
your message gets through
loud and clear every time

• Endless installation flexibility

• Robust laser projectors that are
built to last

• Smart InfinipixTM processing,
with redundant data paths to
prevent failures

• Market leading lowest latency
for perfect lip synchronization
• Future-proof modular platform
with growing feature set

Discover our devotion to your spirituality, visit www.barco.com/house-of-worship.
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